Notification for IGU Award/Prize/Medal – 2017

In connection with the 54th Annual Convention of IGU to be held at CSIR-National Geophysical Research Institute (NGRI), Hyderabad during 4–7 December 2017, Nominations in the prescribed proforma (both hard and soft copies) for the following Four Awards/Prize/Medal are invited so as to reach the IGU office before 31 August 2017. Nominator should be past recipients or fellows/EC members of IGU or any distinguished Earth Scientist/Professor (must be a member of IGU).

**IGU-Hari Narain Lifetime Achievement Award** to an eminent Senior Scientist for exceptional contribution to the causes of Indian Earth Sciences.

**Anni Talwani Memorial Prize** to meritorious Scientist (below 60 yrs of age as on 31 January 2017) for outstanding contribution to Earth Sciences covering land and/or offshore of India. Nominator should be a distinguished Earth Scientist/Professor.

**Krishnan Medal** to Young Scientist (below 40 yrs of age as on 31 January 2017) for significant contribution to Indian Earth Sciences.

**Decennial Award** to Senior Scientist for outstanding contribution in establishing a school of Earth Sciences in India.

**ONGC-IGU Best Poster Awards:** Cash prizes will be given to two Students and two Research Scholars from poster presentation.

**IGU Best Oral Presenter Award:** Cash prizes will be given to two Research Scholars for pursing quality research as registered Ph.D. students in the field of Geosciences under ‘Young Researcher Program’, selected on the merit of full paper submitted to the Annual Convention of IGU.

**Prof. Jagdeo Singh and Dr S. Balakrishna Memorial Grant:** Meritorious students of Geophysics/App Geophysics will be provided with the fare of sleeper train tickets, local hospitality, accommodation and registration fee waiver to participate in the Annual Convention of IGU. Names of the first and second rank holders of pre-final examination (PG) are to be forwarded to IGU by the Head of the Department of Geophysics/App Geophysics of recognized University.

**Anni Talwani Memorial Grant for Women Researcher:** Indian women researchers/students below 28 years (as on 31 January 2017) are encouraged to participate in the Annual Convention of IGU. The selection of grantees will be based on the merit of a full paper submitted to the Annual Convention by an applicant, certified by the Head of the Department/Organization. The fare of 3rd AC train tickets, accommodation and registration fee waiver will be provided to four grantees.

For further details, please visit the website: [www.igu.in](http://www.igu.in)

Address of IGU office:
The Hon. Secretary
Indian Geophysical Union
NGRI Campus, Uppal Road
Hyderabad 500 007
e-mail: igu123@gmail.com